
These questions are based on  on . Each answer starts with the question’s
designated letter (i.e. the answer to the “ ” riddle begins with an “ ”, the answer to

the “ ” riddle begins with a “ ”). Answers and sources are printed on the back.

Questions
These people hid their precious jewels
for this number of years (double
answer)

A  cannot be purified during this
time period

 in these places has the positive
feature of causing this for 
(double answer)

 cannot be purified in this

The  is this middle part of the ear The same term used for removing
stones is used when removing this

Oil is put on the purified  on the
same place where this was put

Touching something  does not cause
 in this kind of place

Contact by a  causes  even if he
only did this to the 

A  stands by the  rather
than in this place

A  should only say  even if his
confidence level is this

Birds are used because  comes
through this kind of speech 

Color of the thread used for purifying
the 

 is only  a man if it comes out
this way

The  is sent out of the three camps
during these days

Place where jewels were hidden

When the  refers to the two birds
as being  it is excluding this

In order to become a , these three
need to be on days that are this (double
answer)

In addition to touching, doing this on
the  of a  also causes 

Unlike , this kind of vessel can be
purified

The , the , and the  should
be in this state when taken together

 can only be contracted if the
object is used for  in this way



Answers
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